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There are different ways to 
crochet an oval base to make it 
more pointy on the sides or more 
round depending on the final 
result you want. 

In this case I will show you the 
most basic one that works great 
because it’s simple. The key is 
to mark the important stitches 
so you can count the rows and 
increase the shape evenly.

This base can also be made 
with tapestry crochet. In this 
technique you crochet with one 
thread and carry one or more 
additional threads which are 
alternated for colorwork. 

But it can also be used to create 
a more resistant crocheted piece 
or a special design by carrying a 
thicker thread or a cord.

Tapestry crochet is mostly 
worked with single crochet but 
you can also find pieces with slip 
stitch and double crochet. 

In this case I show you two 
options, a regular crocheted 
oval base and a tapestry crochet 
oval base wrapping a 3 mm cord. 

If you choose tapestry R1 will 
be crocheted with the main 
thread only and from R2 on the 
additional thread(s) will be 

Regular crocheted oval base after four rows

Tapestry crochet oval base after four rows (R1 with main thread + R2-4 wrapping a cord)

OVAL BASE

carried along. Start R2 as you 
would usually do but wrapping 
the additional thread. If they are 
the same quality the one that’s 
wrapped will be hidden. If it’s 
a cord it’s possible it will show 
through the stitches but this can 
be used as part of the design. 
For either case I reccomend you 
to crochet a sample to check the 
gauge and tension of the piece 
when doing this technique.

This oval base is crocheted in 
the round, in a spiral way. 

To start make the number of 
chains specified in the pattern 
or the width you wish.
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R1: In the 2nd ch from hook 
make 3 sc. Place a color A marker 
in the 1st sc (beginning of row) 
and a color B marker in the 2nd 
sc (middle st). Sc in each of the 
remaining chains except for the 
last one in which you will make 
3 sc, place a color B marker in the 
2nd sc (middle st). Continue on 
the other side of the ch and sc in 
each of the remaining chains.

R2: If you’re making tapestry 
crochet start carrying the addi-
tional yarn from this row on.

Sc 1 in the st where color A 
marker is and reposition the 
marker in the st that has just 
been made as the new 
beginning of row. Sc until you 
reach the first color B marker, 
3 sc in the same st and reposition 
the marker in the 2nd sc (middle 
st). Sc until you reach the other 
color B marker and repeat the 
same as for the other side. Sc in 
each of the remaining sts. 

Repeat R2 constantly, reposition 
color A marker at the beginning 
of each row, make 3 sc in the sts 
with color B markers on each side 
of the oval and reposition these 
markers too. 

By following these steps the 
oval base will grow even 
without distorting. 

Continue the same in each 
row until reaching the desired 
size or the rows specified in 
the pattern.

Beginning of R1

R1, end

End of R2 without tapestry crochet

Beginning of R2 with tapestry, wrapping  additional thread

ABBREVIATIONS AND SYMBOLS

CHART FOR CROCHETING THE OVAL BASE

In this chart the foundation 
chain is made of 24 ch. Change 
this number according to what 
the pattern specifies or the 
desired width. This oval base 
is crocheted in the round in 
a spiral way. 

ch: chain 

sc: single crochet (UK: double crochet)

Sc 3 in the same st.

R: row

sts: stitches
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